SUPER VIEW® Disposables
for use with the SUPER VIEW® and BIOM® wide angle viewing systems

SUPER VIEW® Sterile Lens Pack Options:

- **Most popular!**
  - 40411
  - (1) wide field lens
  - (1) correction lens
  - (1) HTC™ (Hassan-Tornambe Contact) lens
  - (1) thumbscrew cover
  - (2) drive belts for motorized BIOM® units
  - Sold per Case of 20

- **The Essentials!**
  - 40403
  - (1) wide field lens
  - (1) correction lens
  - (1) HTC™ (Hassan-Tornambe Contact) lens
  - (1) thumbscrew cover
  - (2) drive belts for motorized BIOM® units
  - Sold per Case of 20

Sterile Options (sold separately):

- **40100**
  - Full Drape
  - (Complete microscope coverage)
  - Sold per Case of 10

- **40101**
  - Head Cover Drape
  - (Partial microscope coverage)
  - Sold per Case of 40

- **40417**
  - HTC™ (Hassan-Tornambe Contact) Lens
  - Sold per Box of 10

Please contact the customer service department for pricing.

All trademarks are property of their respective owners.
The Insight SUPER VIEW® Inverter

The SUPER VIEW® Inverter corrects the inverted image* produced by the SUPER VIEW® Wide Angle Module (WAM™) while correcting the transverse stereopsis**. This facilitates vitreous surgery under panoramic viewing conditions.

**Super View Inverter Features:**
- Superior optics for minimal light loss
- Simultaneous inversion of multiple units
- Compatible with all major microscope models
- Automatic/Footpedal/Manual inversion available
- Optimal design to reduce stack height and weight
- Does not interfere with the view of the microscope
- Conveniently placed under the oculars of the microscope
- No foot pedal or foot pedal cords needed for operation with automatic inverter
- May remain in place on microscope when not required for vitreo-retinal surgery

The SUPER VIEW® Wide Angle Module (WAM™) produces a non-contact, wide angle or higher magnification field of view through the operating microscope for superior fundus viewing.

WAM™ Features:
- Steam sterilization
- Exceptional depth of field
- Quick and easy installation
- Ideal view through small pupils
- Multiple viewing angles available
- Stainless steel for exceptional durability
- Non-contact design prevents corneal stress
- Assistant not necessary to hold contact lenses
- Non-contact design enables eye rotation for full fundus viewing

---

*Inverted view

**Non-inverted view